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MONO Bar 
Pokrovskiy b-r 6/20, Moscow, Russia 

 

Nearest station: Pushkinskaya 

Bars 

Moscow's popular nightclub & bar with a 

great atmosphere, karaoke, live DJ playing 

house / electro dance music. 

MONO gets busy after midnight and 

attracts a large gay party crowd on Friday 

nights. 

 

Features:BarDancingKaraokeMusic 

 

НАШЕ Кафе (Nashe Cafe) 
Tverskaya ul., 25/9, Moscow, Russia 

 

Nearest station: Pushkinskaya or 

Teatralnaya 

Bars 

Cosy gay cafe bar in Moscow since 2010. 

НАШЕ Кафе has a laid-back atmosphere, 

with lounge area and serves a selection of 

European-Russian food. 

Open every night from 6pm, with drag 

queen/cabaret shows. Free entry. 

 

Features:BarDancingKaraokeMusic 

 

Bar 9.1.1 (Tsifri) 
Glinishchevskiy pereulok 3, Moscow, 

Russia 

 

Nearest station: Belorusskaya or Dinamo 

Bars 

A day-time dining venue that turns into 

intimate gay bar in the evening and a 

dance club with drag shows on the 

weekend. 

Bar 9.1.1 (also known as "Tsifri") features 

karaoke night, VIP area and erotic shows 

in the late hours. 

 

Features:BarCabaret ShowFree WiFiGoGo 

ShowKaraokeMusic 

 

NICE Club 
Stoleshnikov pereulok 7s2, Moscow, Russia 

 

 

Bars 

LGBT-popular bar in Moscow (formerly 

called "ICE Club) 

NICE Club has DJ, karaoke room, free WiFi 

and nightly drag show at around midnight. 

 

Features:BarCabaret ShowCafeLive 

musicMusicRestaurant 

 

ELF 
Leningradskiy 23, Moscow, Russia 

 

 

Bars 

Long-running gay café bar & restaurant 

with a friendly atmosphere. ELF has drag 

shows, artists and music bands. 

Free entry. Closed on Sundays. 

 

BoyZ Club 
Pereyaslavskaya Bolshaya 46, Moscow, 
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Russia 

 

Nearest station: Prospekt Mira 

Dance Clubs 

The biggest gay nightclub in Moscow, from 

the same management of Central Station 

MSK and VODA Spa. Popular with young 

guys. 

The 800-capacity venue has 2 floors, 3 

bars, high-tech light & sound system, huge 

plasma screen, karaoke, dark room. BoyZ 

Club hosts drag shows, go-go dancers, 

concerts, artists, live music, DJ's. 

 

Features:BarDancingDark 

RoomKaraokeLive musicMusic 

 

Central Station MSK 
19 Bldg 2, Leninskaya Sloboda, Moscow, 

Russia 

 

Nearest station: Avtozavodskaya 

Dance Clubs 

Moscow's best-known gay nightclub & 

party venue, with modern interiors, stage 

and excellent light & sound system. 

Central Station MSK is open Thursday 

through Sunday. 

The club hosts regular themed parties, 

drag shows, live shows and other special 

events. If you don't get enough fun here, 

VODA Spa gay sauna is right next door. 

 

Features:BarDancingKaraokeLive 

musicMusic 

 

BEST Club Moscow 
4 Rosanova Street, Moscow, Russia 

 

Nearest station: Begovaya 

Dance Clubs 

Cabaret show bar (formerly "Club 69") 

with a  large reception in the middle, a 

hall with sofas, a stage for shows and VIP 

tables. 

Located just 70 metres from the metro 

station. BEST Club hosts shows at 1:30am 

and 2:30am. Free entry on Wednesday, 

Thursday and Sunday. On the weekend 

and public holidays, R200. 

 

Features:BarCabaret 

ShowDancingKaraokeLive musicMusic 

 

Club SECRET 
Nizhniy Susalnyy pereulok 7с8, Moscow, 

Russia 

 

Nearest station: Kurskaya 

Dance Clubs 

Gay-popular nightclub with 2 dance floors 

(house and Europop), 3 bars, 2 VIP areas 

and a large stage on the ground level. 

Club SECRET is known for fun drag shows, 

live acts and Russian pop stars. 

 

Features:BarCabaret ShowDancingGoGo 

ShowMusic 

 

Sunday Tea Dance @ 

Propaganda 
7 Bolshoy Zlatoustinsky , Moscow, Russia 

 

Nearest station: Kitai-gorod - follow 

Maroseika Street and take the first turn on 

your left 

Dance Clubs 
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Gay-popular night at an otherwise mixed 

club. Propaganda (in business since 1997) 

hosts a regular tea-dance party on 

Sundays at 10pm. 

The party attracts young LGBT crowd and 

friends. Reasonably priced food and 

drinks. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusicRestaurant 

 

OPEN Moscow Bar 
Pokrovka Street 10с2, Moscow, Russia 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

New nightclub and concert venue with live 

music and gay-friendly themed parties. 

No upcoming events (April 2018) 

 

Features:BarDancingLive music 

 

VODA Spa & Sauna 
Leninskaya Sloboda 19k2c2, Moscow, 

Russia 

 

Nearest station: Avtozavodskaya 

Saunas 

Perhaps the most popular gay sauna in 

Moscow. VODA features dry sauna, steam 

room, pool, dark room, massage service 

and café bar. Modern atmosphere. 

Located in the same building as Central 

Station MSK. Open from 5pm. 

 

Features:BarCafeDark RoomJacuzzi / Hot 

PoolMassageRelaxing CabinsSaunaSteam 

roomSwimming pool 

 

Nashe Spa 
45/2 Pokrovka Street, Moscow, Russia 

 

Nearest station: Mayakovskaya 

Saunas 

Gay sauna with modern facilities on 3 

floors (500 m²). Open 24 hours. 

Nashe features a maze, chill-out room 

with large TV, Finnish sauna, steam room, 

two jacuzzis, private cabins, dark room, 

solarium, shower, gym, restaurant, bar, 

karaoke, sun terrace. 

 

Features:BarDark RoomGymJacuzzi / Hot 

PoolKaraokeMazeRelaxing 

CabinsRestaurantSaunaSteam roomSun 

terraceSwimming pool 

 

XL Spa 
Nastavnicheskiy per., 11, Moscow, Russia 

 

Nearest station: Leninsky Prospekt 

Saunas 

Relatively new gay sauna in Moscow. The 

large, modern XL Spa on 5 floors features 

a jacuzzi, Finnish sauna, Turkish bath, gym, 

chill-out area and bar, along with a 

darkened maze, private cabins. 

XL runs special events during the week, 

including party nights with drag queen 

shows, go-go dancers and live DJ's. 

Entrance fee R600 - only cash accepted. 

 

Features:BarCabaret ShowFree Wi-

FiGymJacuzzi / Hot PoolMazeRelaxing 

CabinsSaunaSteam room 
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Paradise Spa 
Pokrovka 40B, Moscow, Russia 

 

 

Saunas 

Modern gay sauna with new facilities in 

the heart of Moscow. Paradise Spa 

features a large whirlpool, Turkish bath, 

sauna, lockers, dark room, café, massage 

service, karaoke room. 

Paradise hosts regular themed parties 

with erotic shows. 

 

Features:CafeMassageRelaxing 

CabinsSpaSaunaSteam room 

 

Podval Sauna 
Leninsky 31, Moscow, Russia 

 

 

Saunas 

Local gay sauna with 50 lockers, sauna, 

steam room, showers. More mature guys. 

Busier on the weekends. General 

admission RUR500; half price for young 

men (under 22). Located in the arch of the 

building, behind the black steel door. 

 

Features:BarCabinslockersSaunaSteam 

room 

 

Mayakovka Spa - CLOSED 
13 Oruzheynyi Pereulok, Bldg. 2, Moscow, 

Russia 

 

 

Saunas 

Permanently CLOSED. 

Moscow's first Western-styled gay sauna. 

Newly renovated facilities include a bar, 

small gym, jacuzzi, steam room, chill-out 

area with large TV screen, dark room, 

private cabins. 

Discounts for guys under 24. 

 

IMPERIA Men's Cruising 

Party 
Demyan Bedny 15/1, Moscow, Russia 

 

Nearest station: Polezhaevskaya 

Cruise Clubs 

Gay cruise party for group action in 

Moscow, with XX videos, dark room, DJ, 

bar and kitchen. Free condoms and lube 

are provided. 

Regular themed nights on Saturday and 

Sunday, including Naked Party and Joker 

Party. Discounts on admission fees for 

younger guys (18-23) and early birds. 

The party is now held at Club O2. Check 

IMPERIA's website for event details. 

 

Features:Adults-onlyBarDark 

RoomMusicRelaxing Cabins 

 

JOKER Party 
Demyan Bedny 15/1, Moscow, Russia 

 

Nearest station: Polezhaevskaya 

Cruise Clubs 

Another gay cruise & fetish party from the 

IMPERIA group, with XX videos, dark 

room, DJ, bar and kitchen. 

JOKER usually takes place on a weekend at 

Club O2 - visit their website for event 

schedule. 
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Features:Adults-onlyBarDark 

RoomMusicRelaxing Cabins 

 

Stag Party (Men Party Club) 
Sel'skokhozyaystvennaya 15с3, Moscow, 

Russia 

 

Nearest station: VDNH 

Cruise Clubs 

Popular gay cruising & fetish party in 

Moscow with dress codes (leather, 

sneakers, fetish wear). Upon entry, all 

casual clothes (T-shirt, jeans) and cell 

phones must be checked - underwear is 

ok. 

Stag Party (Men Party Club)  takes place 

on Saturday night. You must be 21 years+ 

to enter. Admission 700₽-900₽ (cash only) 

 

Features:Bar 

 

GUYS² 
Kutuzovsky Ave 2/1, Bldg. 1A, Moscow, 

Russia 

 

 

Services 

GUYS² is a family-run company that 

provides private tour guide services in 

Moscow, managed by a gay couple who 

have worked with in the tourism industry 

since 2011. 

Among their tours are The Kremlin Private 

Tour, The Moscow Walking Private Tour, 

The Red Moscow Private Tour, The 

Orthodox Moscow Private Tour and many 

more. Visit their website for more 

information. 

 

LileuMoscowGuide 
Moscow, Russia 

 

 

Services 

LileuMoscowGuide, founded by Mike and 

Kirill, offers private tours and travel 

services for gay travelers visiting Moscow. 

Check their website for full details. 

 

OkayBoys.com 
(online), Moscow, Russia 

 

 

Services 

Online website with information about 

gay bars, gay clubs and gay saunas in 

Moscow. 
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